Memorandum of Understanding

1. I have read the material on *Cooperative Learning and Course Grading System* on the essentials website.

2. I have read the *Ground Rules for Home and Class Problems* on the essentials website.

3. I have read the *General Information* and *Peer Evaluation* hand out in class.

4. I understand Professor Fogler's request for no talking, texting, or emailing during lecture as it not only detracts from the flow of the lectures, but also disturbs the students around me from carrying out these activities.

5. I have read the *grading system* in terms of the A/B/C/D/E cutoff scores as well as the percentages assigned to the various activities (i.e., homework, exams). The course is graded straight scale (i.e. no curves).

6. I will need to bring an i>clicker to class.

signed _______________________

Printed ______________________